We define what it means for a proper continuous morphism between groupoids to be Haar system preserving, and show that such a morphism induces (via pullback) a *-morphism between the corresponding convolution algebras. We proceed to provide a plethora of examples of Haar system preserving morphisms and discuss connections to noncommutative CW-complexes and interval algebras. We prove that an inverse system of groupoids with Haar system preserving bonding maps has a limit, and that we get a corresponding direct system of groupoid C * -algebras. An explicit construction of an inverse system of groupoids is used to approximate a σ-compact groupoid G by second countable groupoids; if G is equipped with a Haar system and 2-cocycle then so are the approximation groupoids, and the maps in the inverse system are Haar system preserving. As an application of this construction, we show how to easily extend the Maximal Equivalence Theorem of Jean Renault to σ-compact groupoids.
Introduction
Many C * -algebras can be modeled as groupoid C * -algebras (see e.g. [26] ), which allows the use of the additional structural information to answer general questions in the theory of C * -algebras. For example, J. L. Tu showed in [31] that groupoids which satisfy the Haagerup property (e.g. amenable groupoids) have C * -algebras which satisfy the UCT. The collection of C * -algebras to which this viewpoint applies is expanded further by considering twisted groupoid C * -algebras. In [27] , J. Renault shows that every Cartan pair must necessarily correspond to a Cartan pair (C * (G, σ), C 0 (G (0) )) where G is anétale groupoid with a twist σ. One of the strengths of the groupoid approach to C * -algebras comes from the ability to give geometric interpretations to C * -algebra properties. For example, C. Laurent-Gengoux, J. L. Tu, and P. Xu conjecture in [16] a geometric interpretation of classes in K 0 (C is that there are morphisms between groupoids with Haar systems such that the pullback map preserves the convolution product. We call such maps Haar measure preserving. A consequence of this observation is that inverse systems of groupoids with Haar measure preserving bonding maps induce direct system of C * -algebras. In other words, we can construct a "spectral" picture at the level of groupoids for certain inductive limits of C * -algebras. The following is our main existence theorem for inverse limits of groupoids, proven in Section 4:
Theorem A Let {G α , σ α , {µ y α ∶ y ∈ G (0) α }, q α β , A} be an inverse system of groupoids with Haar systems and 2-cocycles and with bonding maps which are proper, continuous, surjective, Haar system preserving and cocycle preserving. The inverse limit groupoid G = lim ← α G α exists and has a Haar system of measures {µ
} and 2-cocycle σ such that (q α ) * (µ
and q * α (σ) = σ α . Moreover, the pullback morphisms induce a direct system {C c (G α , σ α ), (q α β )
* , A} of convolution algebras that extends to a direct system of maximal completions (i.e. C * (G, σ) = lim →α C * (G α , σ α )).
In a recent paper (see [6] ), A. Buss and A. Sims show that C * -algebras that are not isomorphic to their opposite algebras cannot be groupoid C * -algebras. Nonetheless, there are a lot of examples of C * -algebras that admit groupoid models, although uncovering the underlying groupoid structure of a C * -algebra, if it exists, can be a non-trivial task. It is shown in [13] by R. Exel and E. Pardo that every Kirchberg C * -algebra is the groupoid C * -algebra of anétale groupoid. Another common technique for creating groupoids with prescribed groupoid C * -algebras is viaétale equivalence relations on the Cantor set, see [9] or [23] . It is known that groupoid C * -algebras ofétale groupoids G are simple if and only if G is minimal and principal (see [3] ). Hence, if one can find minimal and principalétale equivalence relations on the Cantor set with the correct K-theory, one can then appeal to the classification program of Elliot. One possible application of Theorem A is to use an inductive limit description of a specific C * -algebra to construct an inverse system of groupoids whose dual is the given direct system. However, Theorem A is not general enough to handle some of the standard examples. In [1] , the first author and A. Mitra plan to adjust Theorem A to construct groupoids whose groupoid C * -algebras are equal to any UHF-algebra, infinite tensor powers of finite dimensional C * -algebras, the Jiang-Su algebra, and the Razak-Jacelon algebra respectively. Inverse systems of groupoids of the type mentioned in Theorem A are also constructed for our approximations of σ-compact groupoids. This part of the paper arose out of an investigation of possible connections between geometric property (T) from coarse geometry and property (T) for topological groupoids. Many groupoid results are stated for second countable groupoids; unfortunately, the groupoids arising from coarse geometry are not second countable, though they are σ-compact. The well known fact that σ-compact spaces are inverse limits of second countable spaces suggested to us a way of creating an "easy" bridge between results known in the second countable case to results about σ-compact groupoids. We accomplish this goal with the following theorem, proven in Section 6:
Theorem B Let (G, σ) be a locally compact, Hausdorff and σ-compact groupoid with Haar system of measures {µ x ∶ x ∈ G 0 } and 2-cocycle σ ∶ G (2) → T. One can obtain (G, σ) as the inverse limit of an inverse system of second countable, locally compact, and Hausdorff groupoids {(G α , σ α ), q α β , A} in the category of locally compact groupoids with proper continuous groupoid morphisms.
Moreover, there are induced Haar systems of measures and 2-cocycles on the G α 's, compatible with the bonding maps, such that the pullback morphisms induce a directed system of topological * -algebras {C c (G α , σ α ), (q α β )
* , A} such that C c (G, σ) = lim →α C c (G α , σ α ). This directed system can be extended to the maximal C * -algebra completions.
In the above theorem, some of the properties of G can be passed on to the approximation groupoids G α ; for example, if G isétale or transitive, the construction can be modified such that the same is true for all G α (see Section 6.1). The reason we did not state any results for the case of reduced groupoid C * -algebras is because the reduced norms of the approximations are not necessarily compatible, not even with the reduced norm on C c (G). This is an issue even in the case of groups, as can be seen from [2] .
The strategy to prove Theorem B is based on a classic uniform space theory construction: all uniform structures on a set X are inverse limits of pseudo-metric uniform structures on X. The idea with this approximation technique is to start with a uniform cover U of X, construct a "minimal" uniform substructure on X that contains U, and throw away all other uniform covers. The basics of this construction are described in Section 5. In our case, we start with a uniform cover and show that one can construct "minimal" uniform structures on the underlying set of the groupoid G such that the resulting metrizable space will be locally compact and Hausdorff and can be endowed with a groupoid structure. We have to further sharpen our approximations if we want to also account for Haar systems and groupoid 2-cocycles.
The interested reader might compare our construction for the proof of Theorem B to the groupoid approximations constructed forétale groupoids by Censor and Markiewicz in [7] ; one notable difference is that our approximations are deconstructive whereas the approximations in their paper are constructive. One novelty about our approximations is that our groupoid quotients (algebraic quotients) allow us to deform the object space and the space of arrows simultaneously.
As an application of our approximation construction in Theorem B, we show how to easily extend the maximal version of Renault's Equivalence Theorem. The notion of equivalence for groupoids was introduced and was shown to be connected to Morita equivalence of maximal groupoid C * -algebras by J. Renault in [28] and soon thereafter by P. Muhly, J. Renault, and D. Williams in [20] . In Section 7, we prove the following theorem: The purpose of including a proof for the above is to demonstrate how our approximation technique might be applied to extend known results from second countable to σ-compact groupoids. It came to our attention after we finished this work that the equivalence theorem is indeed true in full generality and was proven concurently and independently by A. Buss, R. Holkar, and R. Meyer in [5] using their generalization of the disintegration theorem of Renault. is a small category in which every morphism is invertible. A groupoid G is a topological groupoid if G (1) is equipped with a locally compact and Hausdorff topology for which the inverse and partial multiplication functions are continuous. We denote the partial multiplication map by m, and usually write gh for m(g, h); we use function composition order when composing arrows (i.e gh defined if and only if s(g) = t(h)). The object space G (0) ⊂ G (1) is given the subspace topology; then the source and target maps, s(z) = z −1 z and t(z) = zz −1 respectively, are continuous. For n ≥ 2, the set G (n) of composable n-tuples is given the subspace topology induced by the product topology on
Definition 2.1 A morphism of topological groupoids is a continuous groupoid morphism (functor).
Definition 2.2 A topological groupoid is said to be σ-compact (resp. paracompact) if G (1) and hence 1 G (0) have σ-compact (resp. paracompact) topologies.
Remark 2.3
One can show that G (2) is a closed set in G × G (using the Hausdorff property of G
and continuity of s and t). Therefore, if G (1) is σ-compact (resp. paracompact), then so is G (2) .
Notation 2.4 Let G be a groupoid and let x ∈ G (0) . We define G x to be the collection of arrows in G that have target x, i.e. all g ∈ G with t(g) = x. Definition 2.5 Let G be a topological groupoid. A Haar system of measures on G is a collection {µ
} of positive regular Radon measures on G such that:
3. For all g ∈ G (1) and f ∈ C c (G), the following equality holds:
Note that if K is a compact set of arrows, the set of values its measure can take across the whole Haar system is bounded. This simple observation will be needed in proving continuity results later, so we state it below as a lemma; the proof is straight-forward and hence omitted.
is always a 2-cocycle, called the trivial cocycle; the set of 2-cocycles on G form a group under pointwise multiplication and pointwise inverse. Definition 2.8 If (G, σ G ) and (H, σ H ) are locally compact groupoids with 2-cocycles, a morphism q ∶ (G, σ G ) → (H, σ H ) is said to be cocycle preserving if it is a proper morphism of groupoids such that σ G (g, h) = σ H (q(g), q(h)). 1 Recall that G (0) is a closed subset of G (1) and that paracompactness and σ-compactness are weakly hereditary properties.
Definition 2.9 Let G be a topological groupoid. An inverse system {G α , q α β ∶ G α → G β } α∈A of topological groupoids with proper and surjective morphisms q α β and with directed indexing set A is said to be an inverse approximation of G if
2. for each α ≥ β ∈ A there exists q α β ∶ G α → G β and, moreover, q α β ○ q β γ = q α γ whenever α ≥ β ≥ γ, and 3. lim ← α G α = G in the category of topological groupoids (with proper continuous groupoid homomorphisms). We denote the canonical projections from G to the inverse system by q α ∶ G → G α .
If (G, σ) is a topological groupoid with Haar system {µ
}, we let C c (G, σ) denote the collection of compactly supported continuous complex valued functions on G. With the following multiplication, adjoint operation, and norm ⋅ I , C c (G, σ) becomes a topological *-algebra.
The
2 maximal twisted groupoid C * -algebra of G, denoted by C * (G, σ), is defined to be the completion of C c (G, σ) with the following norm
where π runs over all continuous (with respect to the norm ⋅ I ) *-representations of C c (G, σ).
The maximal groupoid C * -algebra of G is obtained via the same construction when σ is the trivial cocycle.
Pushing Haar Systems to Quotients and
Induced Morphisms of C * -algebras
As an introduction to the ideas of this section, consider first the case when G and H are locally compact groups. Suppose µ G is a Haar measure on G, and φ ∶ G → H is a proper and surjective topological group homomorphism. It is well-known that φ * (µ G ) ∶= µ G ○ φ −1 is a Haar measure on H; we will denote this measure by µ H . The usual pullback of φ induces a C-module homomorphism φ * ∶ C c (H) → C c (G). We claim that it is a * -algebra morphism. Let f 1 , f 2 ∈ C c (H) and y ∈ G. We define
) for h ∈ H. We have 2 The designation "The" here is actually too strong, since in general Haar systems on groupoids are not unique. For our purposes, G comes with a fixed Haar system, so we do not make a note of the Haar system in our notation. However, one should keep in mind that different Haar systems can give rise to different convolution algebras. It is known that, in the second countable case, these algebras are all Morita equivalent (see section 4 of [4] ).
An even easier computation shows that φ * preserves the adjoint and hence is a *-morphism. The main theme of this paper is the approximation of topological groupoids by their images under proper surjective morphisms, allowing us to approximate groupoid C * -algebras by subalgebras, namely by the groupoid C * -algebras of the approximation groupoids. It is not clear that if G is a topological groupoid with Haar system then such an image of G (under a proper surjective morphism) will have a Haar system. Even if it does admit a Haar system, it does not seem obvious to the authors that the pullback map should induce a *-morphism of convolution algebras. It is the purpose of this section to establish a criterion for (proper) morphisms G → H of groupoids such that 1. The pullback map is a *-morphism from C c (H) to C c (G) (endowed with the algebra operations and norms described on p. 5).
2. A Haar system on G passes to a Haar system on H.
We first establish a criterion for when morphisms of groupoids with Haar systems of measures induce *-morphisms of convolution algebras. (z), we have that q * µ
Definition 3.1 gives a large class of morphisms of groupoids that induce * -morphisms of groupoid C * -algebras, but does not cover all possibilities. For example, the inclusion Z ↪ Z × Z 2Z does induce a * -morphism of convolution algebras (the restriction morphism) but is not Haar system preserving. In [1] , the first author along with A. Mitra add the required flexibility to cover this case by considering partial morphisms.
In analogy with the situation for groups, proper groupoid morphisms which are Haar system preserving induce *-morphisms of the convolution algebras: } and {ν y ∶ y ∈ H
},
is a *-morphism of topological *-algebras. If additionally q is surjective, then q * is I-norm preserving.
Proof: The calculations to show that q * respects convolution and adjoints are similar to those for group morphisms discussed at the beginning of this section, and are thus omitted. We check that q * is continuous (and an isometry when q is surjective). Since q is Haar system preserving, by definition, if f ∈ C c (H) and z ∈ H, then ∫ H f dν
. From the definition of I-norm (see p. 5), it thus follows easily that the I-norm of q * f in C c (G, σ G ) is less than or equal to the I-norm of f in C c (H, σ H ), with equality if q is surjective. This observation about the pushforward of a regular Radon measure, along with the RieszMarkov-Kakutani Theorem, gives us the equivalence of the two conditions presented in Definition 3.1.
Below, we discuss some conditions under which a Haar system of measures on a groupoid can be pushed to a quotient: Proposition 3.4 Let G and H be topological groupoids and let q ∶ G → H be a proper surjective morphism. Suppose moreover that q is topologically a quotient map. If G has a Haar system of measures {µ
} such that for all f ∈ C 0 (H), for all z ∈ H (0) and for all x, y ∈ q
then H admits a natural Haar system of measures {ν y ∶ y ∈ H
} that makes q Haar system preserving.
Proof: For each x ∈ H (0) and each Borel subset E ⊂ H we define ν
. By Definition 3.1 and Fact 3.3, the measure ν x is well-defined and a regular Radon measure. We check that {ν
} is a Haar system; the fact that q is then Haar system preserving follows immediately.
and so the left invariance condition holds. For the continuity of the Haar system, let f ∈ C c (H) and Ω ⊂ C be an open set.
; by the continuity of the Haar system 3 Recall that a subset A ⊂ X is saturated with respect to f provided that f
. The conditions on q and the definitions of the measures ν x ensure that q −1 (V ) = W ; since q is a quotient map, V must be open.
The continuity of the Haar system {ν
} follows.
Examples of Haar System Preserving Morphisms
The concept of modeling C * -algebras over topological spaces (i.e. preforming operations on a tensor factor of C 0 (X) for some locally compact Hausdorff space X) has had a tremendous impact to the theory of C * -algebras, including in classification. In [11] , Elliot et al, as a stepping stone to proving that the decomposition rank of Z-stable subhomogeneous C * -algebras is at most 2, prove that one can locally approximate any unital subhomogenous C * -algebra by noncommutative CWcomplexes which, in the commutative case, have exactly the same topological dimension. Jiang and Su in [19] , Razak in [25] , Jacelon in [18] , and Evans and Kishimoto in [14] successfully use interval algebras and the folding thereof to classify large classes of algebras and to create new examples of C * -algebras. The following proposition is straightforward to prove and provides a powerful tool for modeling groupoids over topological spaces in an analogous way.
Proposition 3.5 Let G be a topological groupoid with Haar system and let f ∶ X → Y be a proper continuous function of locally compact Hausdorff spaces. The morphism
Haar measure preserving (here, we take the Haar system to be µ
For the following examples, let G be a topological groupoid with Haar system of measures.
1. Let X = {0, 1, 2, ⋯n} be an n-point set and notice that G × X → G is Haar measure preserving by Proposition 3.5 and the dual pullback morphism f
More generally, let X be a compact Hausdorff space and notice that the projection π ∶ G×X → G is Haar system preserving by Proposition 3.5 and observe that the pullback morphism
n defined by id G × i is Haar system preserving. This example is extremely important for a future work of the first author in building groupoid models of noncommutative cell complexes.
We conclude this section with examples of canonical morphisms of groupoids that have problematic pullbacks. In [1] , these constructions will be adjusted so that the pullbacks become unital maps between the groupoid C * -algebras, allowing the authors to recover direct limit descriptions of standard C * -algebras and construct new examples. For each n, let G n denote the smallest groupoid whose object space consists of n points and for which there exists an arrow between any two objects; i.e. G n is the product groupoid {1, 2, 3, ⋯n} 2 . For example, the following are depictions of G 2 and G 3 respectively:
It is straightforward to check that the groupoid C * -algebra C * (G n ) is the n × n matrix algebra M n . The most natural maps to consider here are the projections G n ×G m → G n . Note that one needs to weight the Haar systems appropriately to make the projection map Haar measure preserving; even worse, the pullback morphism takes an n × n matrix M to the matrix ∑ 1≤i,j≤m e i,j ⊗ M and hence the pullback map will not be unital. One can also see that any candidate for a bonding map from G n × G m → G n will essentially have the same problem, and that problem stems from the fact that the pullback of a function f supported everywhere on G n will be supported everywhere on G n × G m , and hence cannot be of the form M → M ⊗ id Mm .
Inverse Systems: Proof of Theorem A
In this section we prove Theorem A, restated here from the introduction for ease of reference:
, A} be an inverse system of groupoids with Haar systems and 2-cocycles and with bonding maps which are proper, continuous, surjective, Haar system preserving and cocycle preserving. The inverse limit groupoid G = lim ← α G α exists and has a Haar system of measures {µ
* , A} of convolution algebras that extends to a direct system of maximal completions (i.e. C *
Proof: Let G = lim ← α G α in the category of locally compact Hausdorff spaces (which exists and projects surjectively onto each of the factors in the inverse system). Let q α ∶ G → G α denote the projections onto the pieces of the inverse system; by assumption, the q α 's are all proper and continuous. It is also easy to see that G, as a set, carries a groupoid structure such that the projections q α are groupoid morphisms. We claim that the inversion and multiplication operations on G are continuous.
To see that m is continuous, let U ⊂ G be open, and let (x, y) ∈ m
The same method of proof can be used to show that inversion is continuous. It follows that G is a topological groupoid. We define σ to be the inverse limit of the maps σ α ; it is straightforward to see that it is continuous and that it satisfies the cocycle condition.
Notice that, for each
, q β α , A} is an inverse limit of topological Borel measures spaces (see Definition 6 of [8] ) that satisfies the maximal sequentiality condition (see Definition 4 of [8] ) because our bonding maps are proper. By Theorem 2.1 of [8] , there exists a measure ν x on G, defined on a sigma-subalgebra of the Borel sigma-algebra that contains a basis for G and contains all compact subsets of G, such that the pushforward measure of ν x along q α is equal to µ qα(x) α for each α. It is easy to see that ν
x is positive as it is an inverse limit of positive measures (see the proof of Theorem 2.1 on page 325 of [8] ). Using the Riesz-Markov-Kakutani Theorem, there exists a unique regular Radon measure µ x such that integration against µ x agrees with integration against ν x for functions in C c (G). We claim that {µ
} is a Haar system for G. Note first that the support of ν x , and hence also of µ x , must be contained in G x by construction.
To see that the system {µ
Using a standard partition of unity argument, we can find α ∈ A and
α and hence its pre-image q
By the choice of h, we have that
and, by properties of the pushforward measure, we have that
} satisfies the continuity assumption in Definition 2.5.
The proof of left invariance follows essentially from the same kind of argument by using the fact that the measures µ x α are left invariant. G is thus a topological groupoid with Haar system of measures and with 2-cocycle and the projection maps q α are clearly Haar system preserving and cocycle preserving. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the pullbacks of the projection mappings induce I-norm embeddings from the directed system
Inverse Approximation of Uniform Spaces
The goal here is to describe how uniform spaces (which we will be working with later) can be presented as inverse limits of metrizable spaces. Our approach will be to use covers, so we begin by reviewing some of the relevant terminology and notations. We suggest [12] or [17] as standard references on uniform spaces.
Let U and V be covers of a set X. U is said to refine V (equivalently, V coarsens U), written U ≺ V, if each element of U is contained in some element of V.
Definition 5.1 Let X be a set, A ⊂ X, and U be a cover of X. We define the star of A against U, denoted by st(A, U), to be the set ∪{U ∈ U ∶ U ∩ A ≠ ∅}.
Remark 5.2
The prototypical example of starring is given in metric spaces. If X is a metric space and U is the cover of X by ε-balls then the star of a subset A ⊂ X against U is contained in the 2ε-neighborhood of A (they are equal if X is a geodesic metric space).
Definition 5.3
The star of a cover U against another cover V is the cover
A cover U is said to star refine a cover V, if st(U, U) refines V. We will write U ≤ V if U star refines V.
Definition 5.4 A uniform space is a set X equipped with a family Λ = {U λ } of covers (called the uniform covers of X) such that
• Λ is closed under coarsening.
• For any U 1 , . . . , U n ∈ Λ there exists V ∈ Λ such that V ≤ U j for all j = 1, . . . , n.
A uniform space X is called Hausdorff if, in addition, it satisfies:
• For each x, y ∈ X there exists U ∈ Λ such that there is no U ∈ U with x, y ∈ U .
Unless stated otherwise, all the uniform spaces we consider in the following will be assumed to be Hausdorff. The only non-Hausdorff uniform structures we will work with are pseudo-metric (non-metric) uniform structures.
A function f ∶ X → Y between uniform spaces is uniformly continuous if the pre-image of uniform covers are uniform covers.
As the name indicates, such a structure is used to abstract uniform properties of metric spaces, such as uniform continuity and uniform convergence.
Definition 5.5 A normal sequence of covers of a set X is a sequence {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} of covers of X such that U n+1 ≤ U n for all n ≥ 0.
It is well known that a normal sequence of covers {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} on X defines a pseudo-metric on X.
Here is an outline of the procedure: For elements x, y ∈ X, let n(x, y) denote the maximum integer k such that x and y are both contained in an element of U k and ∞ if no such maximum exists. Let ρ ∶ X × X → [0, 1) be defined by ρ(x, y) = 2 −n(x,y) , with the convention that 2 −∞ = 0. We observe that ρ itself is not necessarily a pseudo-metric (because it may not satisfy the triangle inequality), but can be used to define a pseudo-
where the infimum is taken over all chains x = x 1 , x 2 , ⋯, x n = y in X; d satisfies the triangle inequality by definition. As shown in the proof of Theorem 14 on page 7 of [17] the cover by balls of radius 1 determined by the pseudo-metric d refines U 1 . By an induction argument, the cover by balls of radius 1 2 n refines U n+1 . The uniform structure generated by the resulting psuedo-metric is the structure whose uniform covers are precisely those which coarsen U n for n ≥ 0. We will write ⟨X, {U n ∶ n ≥ 0}⟩ to denote the resulting uniform structure. Definition 5.6 Let {U n } n and {V n } n be two normal sequences of covers. We will say that {V n } n cofinally refines {U n } n if for every m ≥ 0 there exists
The following Lemma demonstrates the importance of cofinal refinement.
Lemma 5.7 Let {U n } and {V n } be normal sequences of covers. {U n } cofinally refines {V n } if and only if the identity map id X ∶ (X, {U n }) → (X, {V n }) is uniformly continuous.
If X is a uniform space then it is known that X is the inverse limit of metrizable uniform spaces where the inverse limit is taken in the category of uniform spaces. Indeed, let {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} be a normal sequence of uniform covers of X and let ⟨X, {U n }⟩ denote the resulting pseudo-metric space. It is not difficult to show that the identity map id X ∶ X → ⟨X, {U n }⟩ is uniformly continuous. One can show that if {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} and {V n ∶ n ≥ 0} are normal sequences of uniform covers then there exists a normal sequence of uniform covers that cofinally refines both. One thus has an inverse system indexed by the normal sequences of covers and ordered by cofinal refinement. It is not hard to show that the inverse limit of this system is precisely the given uniform space X. In order to show that X is a limit of metrizable spaces, we modify the construction to quotient out in each pseudo-metric space by points which cannot be differentiated by the pseudo-metric.
A uniform structure on a set X generates a topology in a way that is analogous to the way metrics define topologies. One defines it by declaring a set A ⊂ X to be a neighborhood of a point x ∈ X if there exists a uniform cover U of X such that st({x}, U) ⊂ A. We say that a collection of covers is a base for a uniform structure if it forms a uniform structure when one takes all coarsenings of covers in the given collection. Condition 4 says that paracompact spaces can be viewed as uniform spaces. In fact, they are the largest class of topological spaces which can be endowed with a uniform structure such that uniform concepts correspond directly to topological ones.
5
Recall that a Hausdorff topological space is said to be Lindelöf if every open cover admits a countable open refinement. It is well known that every Lindelöf space is paracompact and hence can be viewed as a uniform spaces. It is easy to show that, for locally compact spaces, Lindelöf is just a different guise for σ-compactness. Just to stress this (well-known) fact, which we will rely on in the future, we highlight it as a lemma:
Lemma 5.9 Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. X is Lindelöf if and only if X is σ-compact.
Lemma 5.10 Let X be a Lindelöf space and let {X α , p α β , A} be an inverse approximation of X by metric spaces. For every α ∈ A denote by q α the projection map X → X α , and for each n let V α n be the cover of X given by the pre-images under q α of the cover of X α by 1 2 n -balls. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) for every normal sequence {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} of open covers for X, there exists α such that the normal sequence {V α n ∶ n ≥ 0} cofinally refines {U n ∶ n ≥ 0}.
Proof: Assume that condition (1) holds. Let f ∶ X → Y be a continuous function (not necessarily proper) where Y is just some separable metric space. For each n ≥ 0, let W n be the pre-image under f of the cover of Y by balls of radius 2 −n . Notice that W n is a normal sequence on X. By assumption, there exists α ∈ A such that {W n } is cofinally refined by {V α n }. Notice that if q α (x) = q α (y) then it must be the case that f (x) = f (y). We define a continuous function
It is straightforward to show that f α is uniformly continuous on X α . Evidently, we have that f = f α ○ q α .
To show that (2) implies (1), note that we may assume that every normal sequence consists of countable covers, as the Lindelöf property guarantees that these are cofinal (under the order of cofinal refinement) in the poset of normal sequences of covers. Every normal sequence {U n } consisting of countable covers induces a separable metric space. By assumption, the projection p of X on the induced metric space X has the property that, for some α ∈ A, p is the pullback along q α of a uniformly continuous function p α ∶ X α → X. It follows that the pre-image under p α of the covers of X by 1 2 n balls is a normal sequence on X α . Because the covers of X α by balls of radius Definition 5.11 (Definition/Notation) Let X be a locally compact and σ-compact space. By an exhaustion of X by compact subsets we will mean a nested collection {K n ∶ n ≥ 0} of compact neighborhoods such that ⋃ ∞ i=1 int(K n ) = X ( where int(A) denotes the interior of a subset A ⊂ X).
Proposition 5.12 Let X be a locally compact and σ-compact space and let {U n ∶ n ≥ 0} be a normal sequence of locally finite open covers by relatively compact sets. Let d(x, y) be the resulting pseudo-metric on X (see the discussion following Definition 5.5). Let X denote the metric quotient of (X, d) and let q ∶ (X, d) → X denote the quotient map. The following properties are satisfied:
) is a proper map. Moreover, the composition of id X with the metrizable quotient map q ∶ (X, d) → X is proper.
(2) the quotient map q ∶ (X, d) → X is an open map; in fact, for every x ∈ X, we have q(B(x, ε)) = B(x, ε). Proof: The proofs of (2) and (3) follow directly from the definitions, except for the inclusion B(x, 1 2 n ) ⊂ st(x, U n ), which follows by applying induction to the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1 in [17] .
To see (1) , notice that the cover of X by balls of radius 1 refines U 0 and therefore the balls of radius 1 in X are relatively compact subsets of X. If K 1 is a compact subset of (X, d) then it can be covered by finitely many balls of radius 1; hence id
is contained in a finite union of relatively compact subsets of X and is therefore compact (id
is closed by the continuity of id X ). A similar argument works to show that q ∶ (X, d) → X is proper, based on the fact that the image of the 1-balls in (X, d) must also be relatively compact in X, and the pre-image of a ball of radius 1 of X is exactly a ball of radius 1 in (X, d) . The composition of two proper maps is proper, concluding the argument.
6 Approximations of σ-compact groupoids:
Proof of Theorem B
We want to apply the ideas of Section 5 to groupoids in such a way that the resulting quotient object also has a groupoid structure. To that end, we have to cover the objects and arrows separately by normal sequences; the interplay between the arrow covers and the object covers is a bit subtle, as can be seen from Example 6.1 and the technical conditions in Proposition 6.5.
We endow G with the discrete topology. Consider the following open sets on G: U 00 = {g 11 , g 33 } and U ij = {g ij } for all possible combinations of i, j not equal to 1, 1 and 3, 3. For n ≥ 1, the collection U 1 n consisting of all these sets {U ij } (including U 00 ) is then a cover of the arrow space; U 0 n = {U 00 , U 22 , U 44 } is the restriction of this cover to the object space, and a cover of the object space in its own right (note that x i = g ii ).
Since the U n 's form a normal sequence of covers, we can apply the construction of Section 5 to get a quotient space in which x 1 and x 3 are identified (since U 00 appears in all covers). However, it should be apparent that if we want to place a groupoid structure on the resulting object, we have a problem with multiplication: [g 12 ] has source x 1 and [g 43 ] has target x 3 , so since x 1 ∼ x 3 we would expect the two to be composable; however, it is clear that it is not possible to define [g 12 ] ⋅ [g 43 ] in a way that is compatible with the structure on G.
The concept of intersection separating refinement which we introduce below (Definition 6.3) is needed in order to ensure that this kind of situation cannot occur and multiplication on the quotient is well-defined. To check if the condition holds for our particular example, we construct a new collection of sets, one for each element g ii , consisting of the intersection of all sets in s(U 1 n ) which contain g ii ; this leads us to the collection of sets U gii = {g ii }. Then V = {U gii ∶ i = 1, . . . , 4} is a cover of the object space, and one condition in the intersection separating requirement is that U 0 n+1 should refine V; this is clearly not the case, because U 00 is contained in U 0 n+1 but is not a subset of any set in V. In other words, the normal sequence described here would be disqualified from consideration by condition (4) of Proposition 6.5.
By Proposition I.4 from [32] , if G has a continuous Haar system of measures then the target and source maps are necessarily open. Our proof of Proposition 6.5 does not need G to have a Haar system, but does need the target and source maps to be open. Notation 6.2 If U is a cover of a set X and A ⊂ X, we write U A to be the collection of elements of U that intersect A. For each x ∈ X, let U x be the intersection of all elements of U that contain x. We define the intersection refinement of U to be the cover U ′ = {U x ∶ x ∈ X} (see [7] for a similar concept). Notice that U ′ must also be a finite cover. Define an equivalence relation on X by x ∼ y if U x = U y , and let [[x] ] denote the equivalence class of x ∈ X under this equivalence relation. It is possible that the set [[x] ] is neither open nor closed in X.
We say a cover V is an intersection separating refinement of U, denoted V ≤ int U, if:
• V is a refinement of the intersection refinement U ′ described earlier, and Such a refinement always exists, because the equivalence relation defines a finite partition of X and the normality of X guarantees that we can always separate two closed disjoint sets by disjoint open sets.
Definition 6.4 Suppose G is a σ-compact groupoid and the source and target maps are open. Let {K n } be an exhaustion of G by compact sets as in Definition 5.11. Then {K ′ n ∶= K n ∪t(K n )∪s(K n )} is also an exhaustion of G by compact sets, and K ′ n G (0) is an exhaustion of G (0) (both satisfying the requirement of Definition 5.11). We call an exhaustion of a σ-compact groupoid that has been obtained in this manner a groupoid exhaustion. By construction, K ′ n has the property that
The key step of our groupoid approximation argument is the following result, which gives a method for choosing a normal sequence of covers with very specific properties. The consequence of these properties is explained in Remark 6.7.
Proposition 6.5 Let G be a σ-compact groupoid with open source and target maps and let {K n } be a groupoid exhaustion of G by compact sets (as in Definition 6.4). Let {W n ∶ n ≥ 0} be a given normal sequence (see Definition 5.5) of open covers of G (see Notation 6.2). There exists a normal sequence of countable and locally finite open covers {U n } n≥0 of G such that for each n ≥ 1 we have:
(1) U n consists of relatively compact open sets.
If additionally G is equipped with a Haar system of measures {µ
}, then the sequence of covers can be chosen such that, for each n ≥ 0, we have:
(8) Fix {f n j ∶ j ∈ J n } a finite partition of unity of K n whose carriers refine U 1 n . Let (λ j ) j ⊂ C be any sequence with λ j < n. For each open set U ∈ U 1 n+1 and for each x, y ∈ s(U ) we have
→ T is a 2-cocycle, we choose {V n } n a normal sequence of finite open covers of T such that sup V ∈Vn diam(V ) → 0 as n → ∞ and we can require that the sequence {U n } satisfies:
Proof: Let U (4)- (8) deal with the interplay of consecutive covers in the normal sequence, so do not apply to U 0 . If we need to satisfy (9) as well, then we could modify the construction of U 1 0 as described later in this proof. Since U n will be chosen to refine U 0 for all n ≥ 1, the fact that U 0 sets are relatively compact ensures that sets in each U n are also relatively compact, hence we do not need to consider condition (1) in the rest of the construction. Now, assume U n has been chosen for some n ≥ 0. To construct U 0 n+1 we need to satisfy (4) and (5). Since s and t are open maps, s( U
, so we can apply the construction described in Definition 6.3 to get an intersection separating refinement V of it. Choose any star refinement of U 1 n G (0) and take U 0 n+1 to be a refinement of it such that U 0 n+1 Kn also refines V.
We construct separately, for i = (3), (6), . . . , (9) , open covers V i of G (1) such that V i satisfies condition (i) (that is, s(V 3 ), t(V 3 ) ≤ U 0 n+1 , and so on for other values of i). Then there exists a locally finite open cover (which we will take to be our U 1 n+1 ) which star-refines U 1 n , W 1 n and all the V i 's simultaneously (the existence of such a cover is a consequence of paracompactness); U n+1 would thus be a star-refinement of U n satisfying all of (2)- (9) . Covers satisfying conditions (3) and (7) are easily found using the continuity of the groupoid operations, so we only have to verify that we can find covers V 6 , V 8 , and V 9 .
We now proceed to choose a cover V 6 satisfying m(
where U, V ⊂ G (1) are open sets (such sets form a basis for the topology on G (2) ), and let W be the collection of sets
= ∅ (we can do this since G (2) is a closed set), and choose from these sets a finite subcover of the compact set (
Let F be the collection of open sets U for which there exists a V such that either U × V or V × U is in the cover W. Note that F is a finite cover of K n . For each g ∈ K n , let
and V = {U g ∶ g ∈ K n }. Since F is a finite collection, so is V; moreover, V is an open cover of K n (in fact, V is the intersection refinement of F , see Definition 6.3). We claim that (V × V) ∩ G (2) refines W (2) . Consider
So V satisfies the multiplication condition on K n , and to finish we just have to extend V to a cover of G. We do this by adding in any cover of G ∖ K n by relatively compact sets, and we define V 6 to be the resulting cover.
Note that the construction of V 9 can be performed in a similar manner to that of V 6 , using the continuity of σ ∶ G (2) → T and the chosen normal sequence of covers for T; as a consequence, we omit the details.
Suppose now that G is equipped with a Haar system of measures and we also want to satisfy condition (8) . By the continuity of the Haar system, x ↦ ∫ G f n j dµ
x is continuous for each j, so using this and the triangle inequality we can find a cover V 0 8 of G (0) such that for x, y ∈ V ∈ V 0 8 and λ j < n we have
). Use the covers V i and W n to construct a new cover U n+1 as already described, concluding the proof.
Definition 6.6
We call a normal sequence of covers which satisfies properties (1)- (7) in Proposition 6.5 a groupoid normal sequence for G (we include condition (8) as well if G has a Haar system of measures, and condition (9) if there is an associated 2-cocycle).
Remark 6.7 In Proposition 6.5 we constructed a normal sequence which we constrained by a list of requirements. We briefly explain the significance of each of these properties towards the construction of the approximation groupoid G α .
• The normal sequence {W n } appearing in the hypotheses would usually come from a sequence of functions {f n }, as explained in Lemma 5.10. This normal sequence is used in (2), which says we can choose {U n } such that the functions f n induce uniformly continuous functions f n on the resulting approximation groupoid G U , in such a way that each f n is the pullback of f n . This technique will be used to show C c (G) is the limit of continuous compactly supported functions on the approximations, see Theorem 6.11.
• (1) guarantees that the quotient map is a proper map (as shown in Proposition 5.12).
• (3) ensures that, in the quotient groupoid resulting from such a normal sequence, the target and source maps are well defined and continuous (as shown in Theorem 6.9).
• (4) guarantees that our quotients are bona fide groupoids and not inverse semigroupoids (i.e. if g and h are arrows in the quotient with the target of g equaling the source of h we will have that hg is an arrow, see Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 6.9).
• (5) gives us that the object space topology induced by the covers {U 0 n } is the subspace topology defined by the inclusion G (0) ⊆ G (1) with the topology on G (1) induced by the normal sequence {U 1 n }.
• (6) makes sure that the partial multiplication on the quotient groupoid is well-defined and continuous (as shown in Theorem 6.9).
• (7) gives us that the inversion map is a homeomorphism of our quotient (as shown in Theorem 6.9).
• (8) allows us to push the Haar system to a Haar system on the quotient groupoid (as shown in Theorem 6.10).
• (9) ensures we can push the cocycle σ on G to a cocycle σ α on the quotient G α (as shown in Theorem 6.10).
• (8) and (9) guarantee that the induced map on convolution algebras
is a * -embedding (as shown in Theorem 6.10).
The following is well known and will be used throughout the proofs in this section. Proof: Let {K n } be a groupoid exhaustion by compact neighborhoods of G (see Definition 6.4), and use Proposition 6.5 to construct a groupoid normal sequence {U n } n≥0 satisfying (1)- (7) for G.
be the psuedo-metric induced on G (i) by the sequence of covers {U i n ∶ n ≥ 0} for i = 0, 1 (see Section 5 for details). Recall that we defined an equivalence relation x ∼ i y if and only if for every n ≥ 0 there exists U ∈ U i n such that x, y ∈ U , and that the Hausdorff (and hence metrizable) quotient of (G, d) is the quotient by this relation. Denote the equivalence class of
α be the Hausdorff quotient of the pseudo-metric space (
α is a proper and continuous map; as a consequence, G α is locally compact. We still need to check that G α has an induced groupoid structure; furthermore, that G α with the induced topology is a second countable topological groupoid.
Claim: Condition (3) for a groupoid normal sequence (see Proposition 6.5) guarantees that g ∼ 1 h implies both s(g) ∼ 0 s(h) and t(g) ∼ 0 t(h).
Since g ∼ 1 h, we have that, for every n ∈ N, there exists U ∈ U 1 n such that g, h ∈ U ; then, as s(U ) is contained in an element V of U 0 n by condition (3), we get s(g), s(h) ∈ V ∈ U 0 n . Hence s(g) ∼ 0 s(h), and similarly t(g) ∼ 0 t(h). This shows that we can define source and target maps from G
α , which we will also call s and t (as the meaning will be clear from context), as follows:
(1) be any element of s −1 (x); we will find a neighbourhood
l which contains g necessarily has x ∈ s(U ′ ); by assumption (3) on the covers, there exists
Since U is the union of all such sets U ′ it follows that s(U ) ⊂ W , where by construction W was chosen such that p
α is an open map) and we have
α is continuous.
Claim:
The topology on G We now turn our attention to the partial multiplication on G α . Define G (2) α to be the collection of
The above will not define a multiplication operation on G
0 for which the set on the right hand side of the definition is empty. In the next claim we show this situation cannot occur.
Claim: Condition (4) on the groupoid normal sequence gives us that if
. We will use the notation and terminology from Definition 6.3. Note that U 1 n Kn is a finite cover of K n ; denote the sets in the intersection refinement cover (s( U
, where the intersections are taken over all U ∈ U 1 n which intersect K n and s −1 (x) and over all V ∈ U 1 n which intersect K n and t −1
(x).
Choose N ≥ 0 large enough so that st(g,
n Kn )), it must be the case that U 0 n+1 separates s(g) and t(h); that is, [s(g)] ≠ [t(h)], contradicting assumptions.
Hence we must have
n is relatively compact and s is continuous, it is easy to see that
, and similarly with s replaced by t and g replaced by h. We can thus conclude that s(st(g,
, a closed (in fact, compact) set contained in the compact set K N . Note that {T n } is a decreasing sequence of closed sets when ordered by inclusion, and hence has the finite intersection property. It follows that there exists a z ∈ ∩ n≥N T n .
From the definition of T n , for each n there exists a g n ∈ st(g, U 1 n ) such that s(g n ) = z and an h n ∈ st(h, U 1 n ) such that t(h n ) = z. Since {g n }, {h n } ⊂ K N we can find limit points g ′ of {g n } and h ′ of {h n } respectively. By the continuity of the source and target maps we must have s(g
Moreover, from the construction it is clear that d(g n , g) → 0, so it follows that g ∼ g ′ and similarly h ∼ h ′ , concluding the proof of the claim.
; it follows from condition (6) on the groupoid normal sequence that gh,
Since this holds for any
α is continuous. Showing that m α is continuous is similar to the proof that the source map is continuous, though, as in other claims involving the multiplication, one has to make sure to work in the framework of a specific K n for n large enough.
Claim: There is a well-defined, continuous inverse operation on G
. Again, one can check that the inversion mapping on G with the induced pseudo-metric is continuous to conclude that the inversion map is continuous on the metric quotient G α .
It follows that G α is a topological groupoid. Each of the functions in the composition
is continuous. By Theorem 14 on page 7 in [17] , the pre-image of the cover of G α by balls of radius 1 refines W 0 , and using induction on the same argument we get that the pre-image of balls of radius 1 2 n refines W n .
Theorem 6.10 Suppose G is a σ-compact groupoid equipped with a Haar system of measures {µ
} and a 2-cocycle σ ∶ G (2) → T. Given any normal sequence of open covers W n of G, one can apply the construction of Theorem 6.9 to get a second countable approximation G α of G. Additionally, moreover, the construction can be modified so G α admits a Haar system of measures and a 2-cocycle σ α for which the canonical pullback map C c (G α , σ α ) → C c (G, σ) is a * -morphism of topological * -algebras (with respect to the I-norm or inductive limit topology).
Proof: Let {K n } be a groupoid exhaustion by compact neighborhoods of G (see Definition 6.4) , and use Proposition 6.5 to construct a groupoid normal sequence {U n } satisfying conditions (1)- (9) . The proof of Theorem 6.9 shows how to construct the quotient groupoid G α (and proves that the various groupoid operations are well defined); below, we show that we also get an induced Haar system on G α , and an induced 2-cocycle. Denote by (G, d) the groupoid G with the topology generated by the pseudo-metric d induced by {U n }.
We begin with the easier part, which is to construct σ α . Notice that d(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) ∈ G (2) implies, by condition (9) in Proposition 6.5, that σ(x) = σ(y). We may therefore define σ α ([x]) = σ(x). It is straightforward to check that this is continuous and satisfies the cocycle condition (see Definition 2.7).
We move on to address the statements about Haar systems. Denote by p α the metric quotient
We will show that, given ε > 0, there exists an n such that if x, y ∈ U ∈ U 0 n then ∫f dµ x − ∫f dµ y < ε; hence x ∼ y implies that ∫f dµ
where the supremum is taken over all x ∈ G (0) (the fact that the supremum exists follows from Lemma 2.6). Let ε
. By a Lebesgue lemma argument and by Proposition 5.12, there exists m ≥ 0 such that, for each fixed i and each x ∈ V i we have U x ∶= st(x, U 1 m ) ⊂ V i . We may assume that m has also been chosen large enough so that f (x) < m for all x ∈ G and that supp(f ) ⊂ int(K m ) (both of which we can do due to the fact that supp(f ) is compact), and also such that 
, and since the f m j 's add up to 1 at each
It now easily follows that, for any x ∈ G (0) ,
By Property (8) of the groupoid normal system, for any U ∈ U 1 m we have x, y ∈ s(U ) implies (for λ j < m, which we arranged for in the choice of m and λ j )
Hence the triangle inequality gives us that for any U ∈ U m and x, y ∈ s(U ) we have
As a consequence of property (4) of the groupoid normal sequence, U 0 m+1 Km
In particular it follows that for x ∼ y we must have ∫ Gf dµ
, where x is chosen to be any representative of [x] . By the Riesz-Markov-Kakutani theorem, this defines a unique regular Radon measure
α ); we claim that the collection
follows as in the proof of Proposition 3.4. Next, we need to prove continuity of
α with representative x ∈ G (0) , and choose N ≥ 0 such that st(x, U N ) ⊂ K N −1 . Given ε > 0 we can use the proof of Equation (6.2) to find an n > N such that for any V ∈ U 0 n and y, z ∈ V ∩ K n−1 we have
In the pseudo-metric d, the cover by 1 2 n -balls refines U n , so there exists a W ∈ U n such that
proving the continuity condition of the Haar system. This concludes the proof of the fact that
α } is a Haar system on G α . The fact that the pullback map induces a *-morphism of convolution algebras follows from Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 6.11 If (G, σ) is a σ-compact groupoid with Haar system of measures and 2-cocycle σ ∶→ T, then G admits an inverse approximation by second countable and locally compact groupoids {(G α , σ), p β α , A} as in Definition 2.9 and, furthermore, each groupoid in the approximation admits a Haar system of measures which makes all the bonding maps and projections mappings onto the inverse system Haar system preserving.
Proof: Let N denote the collection of groupoid normal sequences on G. N with the order α ≤ β if α cofinally refines β is directed (i.e. forms a filter under the poset structure) because the collection of groupoid normal sequences are cofinal in the collection of all normal sequences.
If γ ≤ θ then the equivalence relation determined by the normal sequence γ has strictly smaller equivalence classes than the equivalence relation determined by θ; furthermore, there is a unique function q θ γ ∶ G θ → G γ such that q γ = q θ γ ○ q θ . One can also easily check that q γ θ is a proper surjective groupoid homomorphism.
N induces an inverse system {G α , q α β ∶ G α → G β , N } of groupoids. We claim that G is the inverse limit of this system with projection maps given by {q α ∶ G → G α ∶ α ∈ N }. It is easy to see that the natural map G → lim ← α G α given by g → (q α (g)) α is a homeomorphism (see Section 5) as the groupoid normal sequences are, by Proposition 6.5, cofinal (in the order induced by cofinal refinement) in the directed set of all normal sequences of covers for G. It is clearly a groupoid homomorphism and thus it is topological groupoid isomorphism.
In the case where G has a Haar system of measures and 2-cocycle σ, we know that G α can be chosen to have a Haar system of measures and cocycle σ α such that the cannonical pullback morphisms
are *-morphisms for all α ≥ β (it follows from essentially the same argument as Theorem 6.10). For purely topological considerations, we have that lim
in the category of topological *-algebras over C.
Corollary 6.12 Let G and {G α , p α β , A} be as in Theorem 6.11. The canonical pullback maps induce I-norm preserving * -embeddings C c (G α , σ α ) → C c (G β , σ β ) of twisted convolution algebras when β ≥ α and, furthermore, we have that C c (G, σ) = lim →α C c (G α , σ α ) in the category of topological *-algebras over C. Corollary 6.13 Let G be a σ-compact groupoid with Haar system of measures and 2-cocycle σ ∶ G (2) → T and let {(G α , σ α ), p α β ∶ A} be the inverse approximation as in the previous theorem. The maximal groupoid C * -algebra functor takes the directed system
Proof: The first assertion follows from Proposition 3.2. We just need to prove the second assetion about direct limits.
Recall that a C * -algebra is the direct limit of a directed system {A α , p α β , D} if there exists a mapping of the inverse system to A that commutes with the system and such that the union of the images of the C * -algebras in the system are dense in A. It is evident that the mapping i
and it is also clear that this pullback morphism commutes with all the other pullback morphisms in the direct system. Notice also that the union of the images clearly contains C c (G, σ) and hence is dense.
Applying the construction of Theorem B to the specific examples of groups and topological spaces respectively, we easily obtain the following two corollaries, stated here for future reference: Corollary 6.14 If G is a σ-compact group with cocycle σ then there exists an inverse approximation {(G α , σ α ), p Corollary 6.15 If X is a locally compact, Hausdorff, and σ-compact space then there exists an inverse approximation {X α , p α β , A} of X by locally compact, Hausdorff, and second countable spaces X α with proper and continuous bonding maps such that C 0 (X) is the directed limit of the dual directed system {C 0 (X α ), (p α β ) * , A}.
Properties of the Approximations
In this section, we discuss some basic properties of groupoids, and whether or not the approximation construction preserves those properties, or can be suitably modified so the property passes to the approximation groupoids.
Transitivity
If G is transitive (that is, for every x, y ∈ G (0) there exists g ∈ G (1) such that s(g) = x and t(g) = y), it is not at all hard to see from the construction in Theorem 6.9 that each of the quotient groupoids G α is also transitive: in the quotient groupoid we have s(
(1) .
Principality
If G is a principal groupoid (i.e. the stabilizer groups G x x are trivial for all x ∈ G (0) ), it is not necessarily true that G α will necessesarily also be principal. For example, consider the groupoid G (and the approximation) shown below:
Groupoid G:
x y g h Covers:
Approximation groupoid:
On the arrows of G we place the discrete topology, and we use the groupoid normal sequence of covers U
} to perform the approximation. Note that G is a principal groupoid, and the normal sequence U satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.5; however, the quotient groupoid (Z 2 , also shown above) is not principal. An interesting question to address is whether or not the constructions of the covers can be changed so that the approximation groupoids are, in general, principal when G is.
6.1.3Étalness
Recall that a topological groupoid G is said to beétale if the source map s and the target map t are both local homeomorphisms. In the case when G isétale, we can modify the construction so that the approximation groupoids G α are alsoétale.
We use the fact that a groupoid G isétale if and only if G (0) is open in G and G has a Haar system of measures (c.f. page 2 of [26] ). Since G (0) is clopen in G, in constructing any of the approximation groupoids one can modify the cover {U
). Then, in the pseudo-metric induced by {U n }, the object space and arrow space of G have distance 1 from each other, and so G (0) α is clopen in the approximation groupoid G α . Since G α has an induced Haar system of measures by Theorem 6.11, it follows that G α isétale.
Equivalence of Groupoids
The main result in this section is Theorem 7.7, which shows that equivalent σ-compact groupoids have Morita equivalent C * -algebras. We will use the terminology from Section 1 of [29] . Recall that, for a groupoid G, a subset A ⊂ G (0) is said to be full if G ⋅ A = G (0) . If G is a groupoid and A ⊂ G (0) , then we use the notation G(A) to denote the subgroupoid of G whose arrows begin and end in A; i.e. the set of all g ∈ G with s(g), t(g) ∈ A. ) = H.
If G and H have Haar systems of measures, then a linking groupoid L for G and H also has a Haar system of measures (see Lemma 4 of [29] ) that restricts to the Haar system on G and H respectively. with the relative product topology. A left action of G on Z is a continuous map G * Z → Z such that r Z (z) ⋅ z = z for all z ∈ Z and if (g, h) ∈ G (2) and (h, z) ∈ G * Z then (gh, z) ∈ G * Z and gh ⋅ z = g ⋅ (h ⋅ z).
Say that the action is free if g ⋅ z = z implies g = r Z (z). The action is called proper if the map G * Z → Z × Z given by (g, z) ↦ (g ⋅ z, z) is proper.
A right action is defined analogously, with the difference that the moment map is denoted s Z ∶ Z → G (0) and z ⋅ g is defined if and only if s Z (z) = r(g). is a (G, H)-equivalence). Note that these results are usually stated under the assumptions that G and H are second countable; however, the proofs do not use the second countability assumption and go through without change for σ-compact.
The following lemma was suggested to the authors by Dana Williams and its proof is essentially the same as the one given in his book [33] (which is currently in draft stage) on groupoid C * -algebras.
Lemma 7.4 Let G and H be σ-compact groupoids with open source and target maps, and let Z be a (G, H)-equivalence. Then Z must itself be σ-compact.
Proof: By assumption, G and H are σ-compact, and since G Z is homeomorphic to H (0) , so is G Z. Let G Z = ∪ n K n be an exhaustion of G Z by σ-compact neighbourhoods. Using the fact that the orbit map π ∶ Z → G Z is continuous and open (see Proposition 2.1 of [22] ), we can lift each K n to a compact set T n in Z such that π(T n ) = K n . Namely, at each z ∈ Z choose a relatively compact open neighbourhood U z . Then {π(U z )} is an open cover of K n , so necessarily it has a finite subcover {π(U z1 ), . . . π(U z k )}.
Let G = ∪ n C n be an exhaustion of G by compact neighborhoods. Since the action of G on Z is continuous, it follows that {C n ⋅ T n } is an exhaustion of Z by compact neighborhoods, concluding the proof that Z is σ-compact.
As shown in Lemma 3 of [29] , the linking groupoid associated to a (G, H)-equivalence Z is topologically the disjoint union G ⊔ H ⊔ Z ⊔ Z op with object space G (0) ⊔ H (0) . Being that G, H and Z are all σ-compact, it follows that the linking groupoid associated to an equivalence between σ-compact groupoids with open source and target maps is σ-compact. Moreover, every linking groupoid comes from such an equivalence, leading to the following result:
Corollary 7.5 Let G and H be σ-compact groupoids with open source and target maps and let L be a linking groupoid for G and H. Then L is σ-compact.
If L is a linking groupoid for G and H we can approximate L in such a way that we get equivalent approximations for G and H. Proposition 7.6 Let G and H be σ-compact groupoids with Haar systems and let L be a σ-compact linking groupoid for G and H. We may assume L is endowed with a Haar system that restricts to the given Haar sytems for G and H. There exists an approximation {L α , q α β , A} for L (as in Theorem B), with projection maps q α ∶ L → L α , such that if we let H α = q α (H) and G α = q α (G) then:
1. {G α , q α β Gα , A} is an approximation for G and {H α , q α β Hα , A} is an approximation for H, and 2. L α is a linking groupoid for G α and H α .
Proof: We need to tweak the proof of Theorem B to require that the covers U n in the groupoid normal sequences separate between G and H, in the sense that if U is an open set in one of the covers such that U ∩ G ≠ ∅ then U ∩ H = ∅, and vice versa; however, it should be clear that this requirement can be enforced, since G and H are clopen sets in L. This guarentees that the images of G and H are clopen sets in the approximation L α determined by the covers {U n }.
It follows in particular that L
α is a disjoint union of the clopen sets G Proof: Recall how the equivalence theorem works in the second countable setting (modulo technicalities that we will not need to consider here). Let L be a linking groupoid for the second countable groupoids G and H. The idea is to show that C * (L) is a linking algebra for C * (G) and C * (H).
Notice first that the characteristic functions p G and p H for G By Proposition 7.6 and Theorem B, we know that
• C * (L) is the direct limit of the subalgebras C * (L α ) (and analogously for G and H using the same approximation)
• L α is a linking groupoid for G α and H α for each α.
It is clear that the projections p and q are equal to the pullbacks of the projections p α and q α (coming from the characteristic functions on G 
